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Abstract

The requirements for extremely precise and
powerful large space antenna reflectors have
motivated the development of a procedure for
shape control of the reflector surface. A
mathematical optimization procedure has been
developed which improves antenna performance
while minimizing necessary shape correction
effort. In contrast to previous work which
proposed controlling the rms distortion error of
the surface thereby indirectly improving antenna
performance, the current work includes
electromagnetic (EM) performance calculations as
an integral part of the control procedure. The
application of the procedure to a radiometer
design with a tetrahedral truss backup structure
demonstrates the potential for significant
improvement. The results indicate the benefit
of including EM performance calculations in
procedures for shape control of large space
antenna reflectors.

Nomenclature

G   maximum power density for distorted
    antenna

G_u maximum power density for undistorted
       antenna

Δl   vector of actuator length changes

Δl_{max}  maximum change in actuator length

m   number of shape control actuator
    locations

n   number of joints between truss elements
    on reflector surface

rms root mean square of surface distortion
      errors

SLL maximum power density outside the main
       beam radiation angle (side lobe level)

U   influence matrix used in equation 2

X,Y,Z Cartesian coordinate system with origin
     at center of paraboloid (Fig. 1)
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Introduction

In studies of the design and operation of
large space reflector antennas, a key issue is
the precise shape control of the reflector
surface in order to guarantee satisfactory
electromagnetic (EM) performance. However, when
discussing antenna design criteria, most authors
treat the subjects of structural design, shape
control, and electromagnetic performance as
separate issues. The link between the
structural deformation and the loss of antenna
performance has been based on classical formulas
such as that of Ruze (Ref. 5) in which the
antenna performance is related to the rms value
of the surface distortion error. Although the
rms value of the surface roughness can be used
to calculate the gain loss for a slightly
distorted reflector antenna, other performance
parameters (i.e. beam shape, beam pointing
direction, side lobe level and side lobe
distribution) depend upon the details of the
distortion throughout the reflector surface.

Recently, some initial steps have been taken
to integrate the thermal, structural and EM
analysis in order to produce a more effective
analysis procedure and to account for the
relation between details of the distortion and
antenna performance. The present paper
proposes, develops and demonstrates an
optimization procedure for shape control of a
large space antenna (LSA) reflector. The main
feature which distinguishes this work from
previous efforts is that the shape control
mechanism is driven by the need to satisfy
explicit EM design requirements rather than
implicit limits on rms surface accuracy.
The optimization procedure is tested by applying it to a specific antenna configuration which was designed for a microwave radiometer mission. A radiometer design is attractive because remote sensing is a driving force behind NASA interest in LSA systems and because the constraints on electromagnetic performance are both critical and difficult to achieve.

In the present work, the radiometer surface shape is controlled by a set of actuators which can lengthen or shorten individual members of the backup structure. The optimization procedure must select a set of actuator inputs which smooths the reflector surface enough to satisfy EM performance criteria while minimizing the total actuator effort required. It is shown that the general purpose procedure is effective when applied to a typical surface distortion on a particular antenna reflector design. Moreover, it is shown that the procedure is much more effective than the technique of merely reducing rms surface distortion.

Structural Shape Control

This section describes the application of shape control to a tetrahedral truss antenna structure similar to designs developed for the NASA.4 Figure 1 illustrates the antenna configuration, the finite element model of the reflector support structure and the coordinate system used to analyze the antenna performance. The support structure is a tetrahedral truss fabricated from graphite epoxy tubes. The individual truss members are divided into three groups: those on the top or feed facing surface, those on the bottom surface and those which connect the two surfaces.

The principal source of distortion in the truss is expected to be inaccuracies in the lengths of the individual truss members. The length inaccuracies occur due to manufacturing variations in length or material properties. For example, although the coefficient of thermal expansion of graphite epoxy is very small, the variation in this parameter from member to member can cause distortions in a uniform temperature field. The effect of these length inaccuracies can be determined by performing multiple structural analyses with multiple sets of member length errors selected at random according to an assumed probability density function as in reference 10.

To test the design procedure in this study, a single set of random member lengths was selected and used for all design studies. The errors in member length are assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 0.015% of element length. These errors are consistent with the studies in reference 10.

Shape correction of the top surface of the truss is similar to the method of applied temperature described in reference 11. A set of m actuators is positioned on the bottom surface of the truss structure. The action of these actuators is to lengthen or shorten the individual elements to which they are attached.

The best locations for the actuators are found by the method of reference 12.

The net surface shape distortion resulting from member length errors and actuator inputs is computed by a standard finite element structural analysis program, EAL13 and measured by comparing the location of the n joints on the top surface with their ideal locations. If z is the vector of displacement errors in the Z direction then the rms surface error is one measure of surface accuracy.

\[ \text{rms} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} z_i^2} \]  

For any set of actuator inputs, \([\Delta l]\), the resulting distortion of the feed facing surface can be expressed as

\[ [z] = [\omega] + [U] [\Delta l] \]  

where \([\Delta l]\) is the vector of changes in length of actuator elements, \([\omega]\) is the original random distortion error vector, \([z]\) is the distortion error after correction and \([U]\) is an influence matrix. The influence matrix is assembled in EAL such that the i-th column of \([U]\) is the displacement of the structure due to a unit change in the i-th actuator element. Also determined by EAL is the set of actuator inputs which minimize \([z]\) and which therefore produce the minimum rms distortion. This set, \([\Delta l]\), satisfies the equation

\[ [A] [\Delta l] = [r] \]

where

\[ [A] = [U]^T [U] \]

and

\[ [r] = [-U]^T [\omega] \]

While this set of actuator inputs does minimize rms distortion, it may not be the best choice for control of the surface.

Electromagnetic Characteristics

This section describes the electromagnetic performance characteristics which are used to evaluate the success of the antenna reflector shape control procedure. The electromagnetic analysis in this study was performed by a modification of the NEC-REF14 reflector antenna code which accounts for the actual surface distortion from the finite element structural analysis. The calculations are obtained by a geometrical optics projection of the feed radiation reflected from the antenna surface onto a plane normal to the axis of the paraboloid. The phase of these fields is then computed by the difference in the ray path length caused by the reflector surface distortion. A double numerical Fourier transform of these perturbed fields yields the electromagnetic characteristics of the reflector antenna. The accuracy of the modified NEC-REF code for predicting the radiation patterns of distorted reflector antennas has been previously
verified\textsuperscript{15} through comparison with measured results for two mesh reflector antennas.

The electromagnetic radiation characteristics for a perfectly smooth reflector antenna are illustrated by the calculated radiation pattern in figure 2. This pattern is a plot of radiated power density versus the angle, $\theta$, measured from the paraboloidal axis. The plot is normalized to the maximum power density, which is referred to as the antenna gain ($G$). The main beam of the antenna radiation pattern is defined by nulls which occur at $\theta=\theta_0$. The maximum side lobe level (SLL) is defined as the highest level of the radiation pattern outside the main beam. The plot in figure 2 is for a particular azimuth angle ($\phi=45^\circ$). The radiation patterns for other azimuth angles are identical to figure 2.

Figure 3 illustrates the effect of a typical surface distortion on the radiation pattern of the antenna. Patterns for two orthogonal planes ($\phi=45^\circ, 135^\circ$) are presented which illustrate that the radiation patterns from the distorted antenna are no longer axysymmetric but become a function of azimuth angle.

In a radiometer system, the received power is the integrated electromagnetic emission arriving at the antenna from all angular directions weighted by the antenna radiation pattern. The antenna performance parameter of most importance for a radiometer is the amount of energy received within the main beam relative to that received from all other directions. The relative energy in the main beam is defined as the beam efficiency and is determined by comparing the double integral of the radiation pattern over the main beam with the double integral of the radiation pattern over 4\pi steradians. In an optimization procedure, in which the radiation pattern shape changes for each step of the optimization, the numerical calculation of beam efficiency as a constraint would be prohibitively time consuming. However, since the energy contained in the angular region outside the main beam can be a significant source of error in the interpretation of data for a radiometer system,\textsuperscript{16} the maximum level of the radiation pattern for angles greater than $\theta_0$ will be the primary constraint imposed upon the optimization procedure for the present study. In order to further insure that the antenna beam efficiency remains high, an additional constraint will be imposed upon the decrease in maximum gain compared to the gain for the undistorted antenna ($G_0$).

For other large antenna applications (e.g., communications and radar), the gain and side lobe level are the performance parameters of most importance. Therefore, constraining these parameters in the optimization procedure will also demonstrate the flexibility of the procedure for a wide class of large antenna applications. Several other antenna performance parameters (e.g., polarization purity, beam-pointing direction, and feed-positioning accuracy) will not be constrained in this present study, although, these could be included in the optimization procedure for an application in which these parameters were of significant concern.

### Optimization Formulation

In this section an optimization procedure is described which will improve the surface accuracy and the resulting electromagnetic performance of the antenna reflector while minimizing the energy used to power the actuators. The design variables for the procedure are the actuator inputs, $\Delta l$. The optimization problem is solved using the method of feasible directions as implemented in CONMIN\textsuperscript{17}.

The optimization procedure seeks to minimize the maximum actuator input. This objective tends to distribute the corrective force evenly among all of the actuators. Thus, actuators can be sized smaller and lighter and the total amount of power required can be reduced.

The optimization problem is as follows:

$$\text{minimize} \quad |\Delta l|_{\text{max}}$$

subject to $SLL \leq G_0 - 30 \text{ dB}$

$G \geq G_0 - 0.3 \text{ dB}$

$rms \leq \lambda/50$

where $\Delta l_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum change in length of an actuator element, $\lambda$ is the wavelength of EM radiation, $G$ is the antenna gain for the distorted reflector and $G_0$ is the antenna gain for the ideal reflector.

The primary constraint on EM performance is that the maximum side lobe level (SLL) must be at least 30 decibels below the ideal antenna gain. The added constraint on antenna gain ($G$) means that at least 95 percent of the signal power will be in the main beam of the antenna. The final constraint (on the rms surface distortion error) is included to help the optimization routine eliminate unproductive search directions. The rms error constraint is consistent with the antenna gain constraint for small amounts of distortion (ref 5).

A useful formulation of the optimization problem includes a slack variable, $\delta$, as follows:

$$\text{minimize} \quad \delta$$

subject to $|\Delta l_i| \leq \delta, \quad i=1,2, ..., m$

$SLL \leq G_0 - 30 \text{ dB}$

$G \geq G_0 - 0.3 \text{ dB}$

$rms \leq \lambda/50$

where $\Delta l_i$ is the change in length of the $i$-th actuator element. This formulation is preferred because the discontinuous objective function $|\Delta l|_{\text{max}}$ is replaced by a linear objective function $\delta$. 
An important aspect of the optimization problem is that the EM constraints and their gradients with respect to the design variables are relatively expensive to compute. Rather than perform the EM analysis each time that CONMIN requires a new constraint value, the EM performance measures are calculated once and linear approximations are used thereafter. The finite difference approximation to the gradients of the constraint functions are calculated once as well. The optimization problem is solved with move limits on the design variables, so that the linear approximation will remain valid. When a solution is reached, the actual values of EM performance are calculated at the solution point. If this solution is a feasible one and if the objective function has not changed significantly from the previous value, then the process stops. Otherwise, the constraint gradients are recalculated and the entire process is repeated until an acceptable solution is found.

As discussed in the section on EM characteristics, the NEC-REF code calculates relative power levels at discrete values of $\phi$ and $\omega$. In order to reduce the amount of computation required, SLL is defined as the maximum level found in the range, $\theta_1 < \omega < \theta_2$, for four different values of $\phi$ which are 45° apart. It is assumed that an antenna surface which reduces the side lobe levels in these four directions will reduce levels in all directions. The constraints on loss of antenna gain and on rms error are added insurance that side lobe levels will decrease in all directions. The consequences of this assumption are discussed in a later section.

**Test Problem**

The optimization procedure is applied to a specific test problem detailed in this section. The problem is constructed by selecting realistic parameter values from tables found in references 3 and 4. The resulting problem has challenging performance criteria but is not a worst case model.

The 55-meter tetrahedral truss reflector, illustrated in figure 1, has a focal length to diameter ratio of 1.5 and an operating frequency of 1.4 GHz. The wavelength, $\lambda$, of EM radiation is 8.436 inches. The antenna gain for the ideal antenna, $G_r$, is 56.64 dB and the radiation angle defining the main beam, $\theta_m$, is 0.5 degrees.

The antenna backup structure is composed of 420 truss elements. The reflective surface is approximated by a spline fit through the 61 joint locations on the top surface of the antenna. The distortion at these 61 discrete points is controlled by 48 actuator elements on the bottom surface of the antenna.

**Results**

In this section, the results of the optimization problem are examined. Starting with zero inputs (i.e. $\Delta_1 = 0$), the optimization procedure converges to a feasible set of inputs which has the lowest possible $\Delta_{1 \text{max}}$. The entire process requires eleven optimization cycles, that is eleven evaluations of the EM performance measures and their gradients. The success of the method is illustrated by comparing the antenna radiation patterns before and after optimization.

Figure 4 contains a convergence history of the optimization problem. Figure 4a is a plot of the objective function, $\Delta_{1 \text{max}}$, as a function of optimization cycle number. The problem begins with zero actuator inputs, and they increase until a feasible design is reached. The maximum change in actuator length then decreases smoothly to a final value of 0.066 inches.

As seen in figures 4b and 4c, the requirement for low side lobe levels is met after seven optimization cycles but the requirement for increased gain is met in only one cycle. The final solution has a maximum side lobe level just slightly above the dashed line which represents the limiting level of $G_{r} - 30$ dB. The optimizer of reference 17 will tolerate a moderate amount of constraint violation.

In terms of expansion or contraction of individual truss elements, a change in length of 0.066 inches seems very small. However, as seen in figure 4d, these small changes in length are enough to reduce the rms surface error from a starting value of 0.42 inches to a final value of 0.17 inches and to produce a significant improvement in EM performance.

Figure 5 illustrates the change in antenna radiation patterns as a result of the optimization procedure. Figure 5 represents relative power as a function of $\theta$ for two selected values of $\phi$. The final patterns are shaded black so that they can be compared to the original patterns which are white. The dashed line indicates the acceptable limit on side lobe levels. Notice that the side lobe levels are reduced for most values of $\theta$ and $\phi$. However, the most significant effect of the optimization procedure is to narrow the main beam. It is anticipated that this amount of improvement in EM performance will have a significant effect on the accuracy of radiometer measurements.

**Alternate Methods**

The conventional approach to antenna shape control (e.g. reference 3), is to use rms surface error as the sole criterion for improvement in the reflector surface geometry. In this section, the advantages and disadvantages of including EM performance criteria are explored.

The optimization procedure proposed in this paper can easily be repeated without EM calculations. The optimization problem becomes:

\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} \quad \delta & \quad (6) \\
\text{subject to} \quad |\Delta_{i}| & \leq \delta, \quad i=1,2, \ldots, 48 \\
& \quad \text{rms} \leq 0.150 
\end{align*}
This version of the optimization procedure can be completed very quickly because evaluation of equations (1-2) is trivial compared to evaluating antenna performance. Figure 6 compares the antenna patterns produced by the rms-limited procedure with the antenna patterns of the uncorrected antenna. Notice that there is very little improvement and that many of the side lobe levels exceed the limiting value. Clearly, simply reducing the rms surface error does not guarantee acceptable antenna performance. On the other hand, figure 4 indicates that the full optimization procedure reduces rms first and then satisfies side lobe limits. This suggests that the rms-limited procedure may provide an efficient way to calculate a good initial guess at the solution set possibly leading to faster convergence.

Another possible solution to antenna shape control is to strictly minimize rms error without regard to actuator cost. The set of actuator inputs which minimize rms is found by solving a set of simultaneous equations given in equation (3). This method is computationally efficient but it results in a $\Delta \text{max}$ value which is more than 30 times larger than that of either previous method.

Table 1 provides a more complete comparison between the characteristics of the antenna reflector before and after each antenna correction method. The results should be compared to the required limits on side lobe level (SLL < $G_o$, -30 dB), gain ($G < G_o$, -3 dB) and rms distortion ($r < .17$).

Table 1 Results of Antenna Optimization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization</th>
<th>SLL</th>
<th>$G_o$</th>
<th>rms</th>
<th>$\Delta \text{max}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>-22.7</td>
<td>-.64</td>
<td>.418</td>
<td>0.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full</td>
<td>-29.7</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>.168</td>
<td>.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rms-limited</td>
<td>-25.7</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>.061</td>
<td>0.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minimum rms</td>
<td>-21.5</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td>2.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>required</td>
<td>-30.0</td>
<td>-.30</td>
<td>.169</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Refined Electromagnetic Analysis

As mentioned previously, the EM analysis during the optimization procedure calculates side lobe levels at only four azimuth angles. There is a real concern that reducing side lobe levels in four discrete directions (i.e., $\phi=0^\circ, 45^\circ, 90^\circ, 135^\circ$) simply allows side lobes levels to increase in other directions. This question can be addressed by performing a more detailed EM analysis of the unoptimized antenna and comparing it to a similar analysis of the optimized antenna. In this detailed analysis the relative power is calculated at 41 values of $\phi$ and 41 values of $\theta$ and presented in the form of a contour plot.

Figure 7 contains such contours for the original uncorrected antenna (see 7a), the full optimization solution (7b) and the rms-limited solution (7c) and the minimum rms solution (7d). Levels which are higher than -20 dB (wrt $G_o$) are shaded black. Levels which are between -20 dB and -25 dB are shaded dark gray. Levels which are between -25 dB and -30 dB are shaded light gray.

If the full optimization procedure was perfectly successful then all of the shaded areas in figure 7b would remain in the main beam region defined by a circle of radius $G_o$. In other words, all relative power levels outside the main beam would be at least 30 dB below $G_o$. By this criteria, the full optimization solution is not perfectly successful. However, the improvement between the uncorrected antenna and the corrected antenna is very significant. Additional improvement may be possible by using more than four azimuthal angles to define the side lobe level.

In contrast with the good results of the full optimization, the rms-limited optimization shows little improvement over the uncorrected antenna. Comparison of figures 7a and 7c verifies that simply improving the surface accuracy does not guarantee improvement of EM performance.

As expected, the contour which corresponds to the minimum rms surface distortion (see figure 7d) is the best. However, the difference between the contours in figures 7b and 7d is not very significant. It is questionable whether this small improvement justifies the increased actuator effort required to attain it.

Concluding Remarks

This paper described the development of an integrated structural-electromagnetic optimization procedure for shape control of orbiting large space antenna reflectors. The procedure employs standard finite element structural analysis, aperture integration EM analysis and constrained optimization techniques to predict a set of actuator inputs which will improve antenna performance while minimizing applied control effort. The procedure is tested for a 55-meter tetrahedral truss antenna design which has a surface distortion caused by length errors in individual members of the truss. It is shown that the current procedure converges to a much better set of actuator inputs than the traditional approach based on rms surface distortion constraints.

The procedure described in this paper is applicable to a wide variety of large space antenna concepts. The only assumption is that the original surface distortion is precisely known at a discrete number of surface locations and that the change in this distortion for a prescribed change in actuator inputs can be predicted. All alternative procedures make equivalent assumptions. The quality of the optimum design can be improved by improving the finite element model of the structure, by increasing the number of discrete points used to describe the surface and by increasing the number of azimuth angles used to define side lobe level.

It is concluded that an integrated structures-electromagnetic optimization procedure is highly desirable for static shape
control of large space antennas. Indirect approaches which infer antenna performance from rms distortion may be unreliable and can use considerably more control effort than necessary.
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